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THEME: Sharing
ABOUT THIS CLASS: 

The theme for this Frolic Faith Class is Sharing. You will read the 
Frolic picture book titled Ava and the Skimpy Picnic. 

Prep Time
Sharing in the Bible
Scripture offers abundant examples of sharing. In the beginning, we 
see God sharing creation with humans and asking us to care for it. 
Joseph shared food with his brothers as part of their reconciliation. 
An innkeeper in Bethlehem offered a stable as lodging for Mary 
and Joseph. A little boy shared five loaves of bread and two fish 
with Jesus. The book of Acts describes how the early Christian 
community shared all their possessions as they lived together with 
the common goal of spreading the good news of Jesus Christ. 

A Parent’s View of the Theme
The act of sharing is a key part of the daily work of parenting. 
Parents are sharing a part of themselves all the time. Pregnant 
and nursing mothers are sharing their bodies. Adoptive parents 
are sharing their time, resources, and love in order to form their 
families. Families find they are sharing their space as the home fills 
up with new baby supplies. Couple time and alone time must be 
spared so that time is shared with the new baby. Throughout all 
of these demands, parents are expected to set good examples of 
how to share so that their children will grow up to be generous 
and hospitable. With all of these demands, sharing can seem like a 
burden, and the gifts of faithful sharing can be lost. 

A Child’s View of the Theme
A young child is regularly being coached by adults to share with 
others. The challenge with this request? Because of the emotional, 
cognitive, and social skills required to share, young children 
are not equipped to willingly share with others until well into 
their preschool years. This means that sharing is very difficult for 
young children! As toddlers learn about themselves as unique, 
separate individuals, part of that individualization is owning things. 
Giving something away that they feel ownership over may feel 
like giving away part of themselves. Pairing an awareness of this 
developmental truth with good models for sharing possessions and 
sharing love is key to teaching about sharing during this tender 
time of life. 

“Do not neglect to do 
good and to share  
what you have, for such 
sacrifices are pleasing  
to God.”
—Hebrews 13:16

Bible Verse

Place a collection of stuffed 
animals in a basket and ask 
each family to pick one 
animal to use during this 
ritual. When every family 
has a stuffed animal, invite 
the child to hold it while you 
recite the following rhyme. 

You share with me. (Have 
the child pass the toy to 
the adult.)

I’ll share with you. (Pass the 
toy back to the child.)

We’ll share God’s love with 
others too! (Give each 
other a hug.)

Today’s Ritual
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OR

Gather Time

THEME: Sharing

If families arrive early:
Encourage parents and children to meet each other. 

You can also have music playing in the background 
and a center available for families to explore together 

before the class begins. Select the center that best 
fits your space and available materials.

If you open the door 
at the start time: 
Have families sign in, 
choose a stuffed animal 
from the basket, and sit in 
a circle.

•  Print the Welcome sign 
and post it at the entrance.

•  Place the sign-in sheet and 
name tags near the door.

•  Place the basket of stuffed 
animals on the floor.

Welcome
Gather together in a circle. Welcome, families! Today we 
are going to talk about the theme of sharing. We can 
share our toys, our hugs, our stories, our time, and our 
love. God wants us to share with others. Lead families in 
singing a welcoming song, tracks 1-3 on the Frolic Faith 
Music CD, while children bounce their stuffed animals. Then 
teach the ritual from page 1.

Share
Encourage families to share with the group, as they are 
comfortable. What has been going on in your families 
that you are excited about? What has been a challenge? 
Verbal children can respond to these questions. What is 
something that made you happy today? What made you 
feel sad? Model this sharing of highs/lows for families by 
beginning this conversation. Jot notes in the space to the 
right so you remember what to include in later prayers.

Prayer
Dear God,
Thank you for this time to come together and learn more 
about you. Thank you for the joys we have experienced. 
Name the highs shared by the group. We pray for the 
things that are causing struggles. Name the lows. Please 
bless this time we have together with love and laughter. 
Amen.

Get Ready

Prayer Notes
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THEME: Sharing

Hold up the story basket that contains a copy of Ava and 
the Skimpy Picnic for every family. Place it in the middle 
of the circle. Lead the story basket rhyme below.

Group Storytelling
Let’s hear a story about some of our Frolic animal friends. 
It is called Ava and the Skimpy Picnic. Read the story 
aloud in a lively manner, holding up the book so that 
everyone can see the pictures. Families can follow along in 
their books as you read.

Ask these questions and encourage toddlers to respond.
•  What are the animal friends planning to do?

•  What do the friends plan to bring to the picnic?

•  Why do Ava, Jo, and Uri hide some of what they 
gathered? Invite children to point to the picture showing 
these hiding places.

•  What happens when they get to the picnic with only 
some of what they gathered?

•  How do Ava, Uri, and Jo make their picnic better?

•  What is something you get to share with other people?

Find the page with Ava’s prayer and say it together.

Story Time

Sing Together

Sing this song, track 24 on 
the Frolic Faith Music CD, to 
invite families to get a book 
from the story basket.

Time for a story.
Come get a book.
Open the pages.
Let’s take a look. 

If you want to sing together, 
sing “This Little Light of 
Mine,” track 18 on the Frolic 
Faith Music CD.

About This Book

Ava and the Skimpy Picnic 
shows how keeping things 
for ourselves can lead to 
disappointment. Ava’s 
prayer expresses how 
sharing leads to restored 
relationships and more fun.
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THEME: Sharing

Once they read the story 
together, ask parents the 
questions below or lead one 
or more of the Making Faith 
Connections activities.

What is the hardest thing 
for your child to share right 
now? 

What are some things 
besides possessions that 
you are often asked to 
share? This question honors 
the many things parents 
have to share. Sharing 
couple time or personal 
time, sharing your body as a 
nursing mother, and sharing 
space in the bedroom or a 
bed can be challenging.

Describe a time you saw 
your young child share 
with others. Remind 
parents that sharing can 
happen in developmentally 
appropriate ways.

One-on-One Storytelling
Now it’s time for you to read the story together. Give time 
for caregivers to read the book to their children. Encourage 
them to point out the times when Ava, Jo, and Rufus made 
choices about sharing (or not).

Making Faith Connections
Hand in Hand

Trace and cut out your child’s hand shapes on paper. Cover 
each hand in cotton balls. Tell your child that soft cotton 
balls remind us of Ava’s soft fleece. Take your Ava hands 
home and share one (along with a tasty snack) with a friend 
this week.

Scripture in Action

Teach today’s Bible verse using signs and actions. 

Do not neglect to do good and to share what you have, 
(Point to your temple to indicate remember, then mime 
handing out things to others.)

For such sacrifices are pleasing to God. (Place palm to 
center of chest and sweep upward twice toward chin in 
the ASL sign for happy, then point toward heaven.)

Joyful Noise

Give each child an instrument and invite them to play along 
while you say today’s Bible verse rhythmically or sing a 
lively song from the Frolic Faith Music CD, such as “Halle, 
Halle, Hallelujah” or “Growing, Growing, Growing.”

Caregiver 
Conversation
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4

Choose an instrument such as a tambourine or chime and 
play it to get the children’s attention. You can also say or 
sing the song at right.

Sing this song, track 25 on 
the Frolic Faith Music CD, to 
transition to Play Time.

Time to explore!
Time to play!
Find a center
About God today.

Transition to Play Time Sing Together
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1 Let’s Color Together
This center supports coloring skills. For toddlers.

Supplies: Sharing Coloring Page on page 16, crayons, and blank paper

Make copies of the Coloring Page and place on a low table with crayons and blank paper.

2 Let’s Read Together
This center supports early literacy. For infants and toddlers.

Supplies: Frolic books, other board and picture books, letter blocks, and cushions or pillows

Create a cozy reading nook with pillows or cushions. Display the Frolic picture and board books 
and other books. Place letter blocks nearby. Point out that S is for share.

3 First-Aid Sharing
This center supports empathy and caregiving. For toddlers.

Supplies: Stuffed animals, bandages, gauze strips, and toy first-aid kits

Put a few bandages on the stuffed animals. Place the first-aid supplies near the stuffed animals.

4 Turn-Taking Roll-Around
This center supports language development and helps children learn to take turns. For infants 
and toddlers.

Supplies: Child-safe balls in various sizes 

Create a space where families can sit on the floor and roll the balls back and forth. 

THEME: Sharing

Play Time
Time to play! Choose the centers that best fit your space and materials. 
Make photocopies of the center descriptions on pages 8-15, fold them in 

half, and post them near the materials for parents to reference. Caregivers 
and children can explore the centers at their own pace. Caregivers may 
also use this time to connect with each other while their children play  

and discover.
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Play Time

THEME: Sharing

continued

5 Painting and Sharing Together
This center supports fine motor skills. For toddlers.

Supplies: Paper, paint, smocks, and one paintbrush

Set up a painting station with lots of paper, paints, and smocks—but only one paintbrush for 
families to share. 

6 Sharing a Story
This center supports early literacy and physical closeness. For infants and toddlers.

Supplies: A rocking chair or another type of reading chair, a large blanket, the book The Rainbow 
Fish, or another story about sharing

Place the blanket in front of the reading chair so children and families can sit on it and listen. 
Recruit someone to read the book while sitting in the chair. 

7 Time to Share
This center develops patience and turn-taking skills. For toddlers.

Supplies: Kitchen timer or stopwatch

Set up a center with any interactive age-appropriate toy and a timer.

8 Sharing a Picnic
This center supports social development and fine motor skills. For toddlers.

Supplies: Trays, small paper cups, and oat cereal or fish crackers

Fill the cups with the snack and place cups on a tray.

When planning this center, check whether any families have food allergies. Omit or adjust 
this center if there are known allergies in the group.!
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Prior to the end of Play Time, give the children a 2-minute notice that it 
is almost time to stop playing. At the end of 2 minutes, play the same 
instrument that you played at the beginning of Play Time to get the 

attention of families.

Summing It Up
Thank you for reading and playing with us today! It was 
so much fun to practice sharing our toys and stories and 
snacks with other people. We can remember how the 
friends in the book had a much better picnic when they 
shared. What will you remember about today? Invite any 
children and caregivers to respond.

Closing Ritual
Invite caregivers to engage with their children in the ritual 
from page 1. Families can bless each other by hugging or 
by making the sign of the cross on their child’s forehead 
while saying, “Jesus loves you, and so do I.” Then lead the 
group in a closing song, such as “Jesus Blesses,” track 4 on 
the Frolic Faith Music CD.

Prayer
Lead families in this simple prayer. Add other prayer topics 
that arose during your time together.

Dear God,
Thank you for this time together. Thank you for teaching 
us about faithful sharing. Help us to keep learning about 
sharing so we can share your love with everyone.
Amen.

THEME: Sharing

Send Time

Sing Together

Sing this song, track 26 on 
the Frolic Faith Music CD, to 
call everyone back to the 
circle.

Play time is over
For you and me.
Come back to the 

circle—
One two three!

Prayer Notes
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THEME: Sharing

Let’s Color Together
Caregivers, while you do this . . .

Encourage your child to color the images from the book. Delight in their colorful 
creations!

Your child is learning this!

•  When I color, I develop my fine motor skills.

•  Using crayons helps me learn the names of colors.

•  When I color pictures from this story, I remember that God can help 
me share what I have with others.

THEME:
 Sharing

Let’s Color Together
This center supports coloring skills. For toddlers.

Supplies

Sharing Coloring Page on page 16, crayons, and blank paper

For Leaders

Make copies of the Coloring Page and place on a low table with crayons 
and blank paper.
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THEME: Sharing

Let’s Read Together
Caregivers, while you do this . . .

Enjoy reading together. Point out letters on the blocks. Spell your names and other 
words together.

Your child is learning this!

•  When I hear you read, I learn about letters, sounds, and words.

•  When I handle books, I am learning about features of books and print.

•  When I see letters that I can manipulate, I am learning about letter 
sounds and words.

•  When I see and hear stories about sharing, I learn that sharing with 
others is one way to share God’s love.

THEME:
 Sharing

Let’s Read Together
This center supports early literacy. For infants and toddlers.

Supplies

Frolic books, other board and picture books, letter blocks, and cushions or pillows

For Leaders

Create a cozy reading nook with pillows or cushions. Display the Frolic 
picture and board books and other books. Place letter blocks nearby. 
Point out that S is for share.
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THEME: Sharing

First-Aid Sharing
Caregivers, while you do this . . .

Allow your child to inspect the stuffed animals and share the first-aid supplies with each 
other as they help the animals feel better. 

Your child is learning this!

•  When I share the first-aid supplies, I am developing my ability to share 
with others.

•  Pretending to be an animal doctor helps me develop empathy for 
others. 

•  Learning to share is part of growing in faith.

•  Helping others feel better is a way to share God’s love. 

THEME:
 Sharing

First-Aid Sharing
This center supports empathy and caregiving. For toddlers.

Supplies

Stuffed animals, bandages, gauze strips, and toy first-aid kits

For Leaders

Put a few bandages on the stuffed animals. Place the first-aid supplies 
near the stuffed animals.
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THEME: Sharing

Turn-Taking Roll-Around
Caregivers, while you do this . . .

Roll the ball with your child while saying “My turn” and “Your turn.”

Your child is learning this!

•  When I practice taking turns, I am learning an important step in the 
development of sharing. 

•  When you talk about what you are doing, I learn new words.

•  Your sharing with me helps me understand how God wants me to 
share with others.

THEME:
 Sharing

Turn-Taking Roll-Around
This center supports language development and helps children learn to take turns. For 
infants and toddlers.

Supplies

Child-safe balls in various sizes

For Leaders

Create a space where families can sit on the floor and roll the balls back 
and forth. 
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THEME: Sharing

Painting and Sharing Together
Caregivers, while you do this . . .

Paint with your child. Have an adult start painting and then share the brush with the 
child while saying to them, “I am going to share my brush with you.” Take turns with the 
brush, acknowledging and celebrating each time the child shares with the adult. 

Your child is learning this!

•  When we paint together, I develop my fine motor skills.

•  When you praise me for sharing, I learn that sharing is an important 
skill to learn.

•  I learn that God wants me to share with others when I experience 
you sharing with me.

THEME:
 Sharing

Painting and Sharing Together
This center supports fine motor skills. For toddlers.

Supplies

Paper, paint, smocks, and one paintbrush

For Leaders

Set up a painting station with lots of paper, paints, and smocks—but 
only one paintbrush for families to share.
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THEME: Sharing

Sharing a Story
Caregivers, while you do this . . .

Point out that everyone can fit on the blanket if we share the space together. Snuggle 
up while you listen to the story with your child.

Your child is learning this!

•  When I hear someone read a story to me, I develop early literacy skills.

•  Stories about sharing help me learn different ways that people can 
share.

•  Hearing about sharing while you hold me helps me associate sharing 
with good feelings.

•  Stories about sharing help me grow in faith.

THEME:
 Sharing

Sharing a Story
This center supports early literacy and physical closeness. For infants and toddlers.

Supplies

A rocking chair or another type of reading chair, a large blanket, the book The Rainbow 
Fish, or another story about sharing

For Leaders

Place the blanket in front of the reading chair so children and families 
can sit on it and listen. Recruit someone to read the book while sitting 
in the chair.
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THEME: Sharing

Time to Share
Caregivers, while you do this . . .

Show your child the timer and let them hear the sound that it makes when it goes off. 
Then set it for thirty seconds. Explain to your child that they can use the toy until they 
hear the timer. Then it will be time to share. Practice taking turns back and forth. Adjust 
the wait time on the timer for longer or shorter intervals as needed.

Your child is learning this!

•  When I wait for the timer, I’m learning about rules of cause and effect 
as well as learning to take turns.

•  When you praise me for sharing the toy, I learn that sharing is a good 
skill for social interactions.

•  Sharing things is part of growing in faith.

THEME:
 Sharing

Time to Share
This center develops patience and turn-taking skills. For toddlers.

Supplies

Kitchen timer or stopwatch

For Leaders

Set up a center with any interactive age-appropriate toy and a timer.
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THEME: Sharing

Sharing a Picnic
Caregivers, while you do this . . .

Remind your child of the picnic in the book you read today. Share a snack with your 
child. Ask them to share the food in the cup between you. Give them time and space to 
figure out how they want to share the snack, and assist as needed. Help them to say a 
prayer to ask God to help them to be good at sharing.

Your child is learning this!

•  When I plan how to share snacks with others, I am learning early math 
skills and using my fine motor skills.

•  When I have a “picnic” like the one in the book, I can remember the 
prayer the animals said to help them share. 

15

THEME:
 Sharing

Sharing a Picnic
This center supports social development and fine motor skills. For toddlers.

Supplies

Trays, small paper cups, and oat cereal or fish crackers

For Leaders

Fill the cups with the snack and place cups on a tray.

When planning this center, check whether any families have food 
allergies. Omit or adjust this center if there are known allergies in 
the group. !
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THEME: Sharing

Dear God,
Sometimes I want to keep everything 
to myself. Next time I have a chance, 

help me share with my friends. 
Amen.

16
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THEME: Sharing

Use this content if you can schedule time for a 
parents-only session while children are cared for 
in another location.

Parent-Only Class

Icebreaker Introduction
Welcome everyone to this time together. 
Invite them to share their names and the 
names and ages of their children. To get the 
conversation started, ask some questions 
about today’s theme, Sharing.

•  Think back to when you were a child. What 
was one thing you owned that you did not 
like to share with others?

•  Does anyone volunteer with a local charity 
or donate to a special cause? Please share, 
as you are willing, about what organization 
you are involved with. Highlight for families 
that they are being generous and good 
examples for their children of how to share 
our time and possessions with others.

Sharing Activity
Fold your paper in half. On one side write “I 
share  with my children” and on the 
other half write “I ask or will ask my children 
to share  .” Take a few minutes 
to brainstorm all of the things that could 
possibly fill in the blanks for both of these 
sentences.

What kinds of things did you write on the 
first list that describe what you share with 
your child? Parents may list things like time, 
space, money, house, food, hugs, love, and 
faith.

What kinds of things are on the second list 
that describe what you ask or will ask your 
child to share? Parents may list toys, time, 
clothes with siblings, feelings, snacks, hugs, 
love, and faith.

How are these two lists the same?

The act of faithful sharing takes a long time 
to fully develop. It comes from a place of 
understanding the needs of others and having 
empathy. Babies and toddlers are still trying 
to understand themselves as individuals and 
are not yet able to recognize the needs/
wants of others. They are, however, master 
imitators. What are some things that you see 
your child imitating? When we look at the 
lists we made, we can see that the things we 
will ask our children to share when they get 
older are often the same as or similar to the 
things we are sharing with them now. 

These early years are a fertile ground for 
laying the foundations of generosity. We are 
called as Christians to be generous. We can 
best lay this foundation by first becoming 
aware of when we are sharing with others and 
remembering that our children are watching 
us. Then we can intentionally name it for 
them by saying things like, “Mommy was so 
kind when she shared her car with me today” 
or “I would love to share my snack with you.”

Take a few minutes to think about your day 
today. When did your child see you sharing 
something? How could you have named that 
moment for them? 

Reading the Bible
Ask someone in the group to read Hebrews 
13:16 and John 6:1-14. Then ask some questions 
about the readings.

•  What are some common motivations for 
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THEME: Sharing

Parent-Only Class

people to be generous and share? Parents 
may name reasons like being noticed by 
others, receiving tax breaks, and building a 
legacy.

•  According to Hebrews, who will be pleased 
when we share our possessions? Highlight 
that God is the primary motivation for 
Christians to share.

•  What does the little boy ask for in return for 
his fish and loaves of bread? Point out that 
the story says he expected nothing in return. 
He just offered what he had. 

•  In our culture today it is common for people 
to give something in order to get something 
in return. But the little boy could not 
possibly have known he was about to be an 
important part of a miracle. His one small 
act of generosity went on to feed thousands 
of hungry people. What are some stories of 
faithful sharing that you know about? Take 
time to hear parents’ stories.

•  What are some things God has shared with 
you? Parents may name things like creation, 
Jesus, unending love, the gift of children, and 
all of our possessions.

•  How can our intentional sharing of financial 
resources teach our children about 
generosity?

As Christian parents, we are called to faithfully 
share our possessions (including our money), 
our time, and our faith with others, and 
especially with our children. We do not know 
the ways that our sharing will impact their 
lives, but God knows. Not knowing is not 
always easy and can become very frustrating. 
When we model good sharing for our children 
by being generous ourselves, we are engaging 
in the work of God’s kingdom and are pleasing 
God. God has already shared so much with us. 
Following that example allows us to faithfully 
share with others. 

Wrapping It Up
Thank caregivers for their participation and for 
sharing their experiences about sharing. Close 
with a brief prayer, including any additional 
prayer concerns that arose during your time 
together.

Dear God, 
Thank you for our time together. Help us 
show our little ones about sharing and 
celebrate the times when they share with 
others.
Amen.

continued

At-Home Ideas
•  Post Hebrews 13:16 on your refrigerator or somewhere you will see it easily. 

•  Keep an empty jar or bowl on your dinner table as a symbol of people and places in need. Pray 
at mealtimes for God to help you be generous in your thoughts, words, and deeds.

•  Use a piggy bank that teaches your child to share, save, and spend coins and bills. 18


